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President Trump’s Executive Orders Formally Bury TPP’s Corpse, but What
About TTIP, TISA, China BIT?
Statement of Lori Wallach, Director, Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch
Formally withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) will bury the moldering corpse
of a deal that couldn’t gain majority support in Congress, but the question is going forward will
President Trump’s new trade policies create American jobs and reduce our damaging trade
deficit while raising wages and protecting the environment and public health not just here but
also in trade partner nations?
If President Trump intends to replace our failed trade policy, a first step must be to end
negotiations now underway for more deals based on the damaging NAFTA/TPP model so its
notable that today’s announcement did not end talks to establish the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership, the Trade in Services Agreement and the U.S.-China Bilateral
Investment Treaty – all of which would replicate and expand the TPP/NAFTA model Trump
says he is ending.
President Trump also repeatedly has said he would launch NAFTA renegotiations immediately
and withdraw from NAFTA if he cannot make it “a lot better” for working people. NAFTA
renegotiation could be an opportunity to create a new trade model that benefits more people, but
if done wrong, it could increase job offshoring, push down wages and expand the protections
NAFTA provides to the corporate interests that shaped the original deal.
Even with the Fast Track authority Trump inherits, to pass a NAFTA replacement he must
ensure its terms enjoy support from most congressional Democrats and a subset of Republicans.
Most congressional Republicans and many people Trump has named to senior positions
passionately support the very agreements Trump opposes. Most congressional Democrats have
opposed deals like TPP and NAFTA and for decades promoted alternatives that expand trade
without undermining American jobs and wages, access to affordable medicine, food safety or
environmental protections.
NAFTA is packed with incentives for job offshoring and protections for the corporate interests
that helped to shape it, so to make NAFTA better for people and the planet will require it to be
replaced, not tweaked. To remedy – not worsen – NAFTA’s damage, both the old negotiating
process and the contents must be replaced. To put the needs of working people, their
communities, the environment and public health over the demands of the special interests that
have dominated U.S. trade policymaking, the 500 official U.S. trade advisers representing
corporate interests who called the shots on past agreements must be benched.

If corporate elites are allowed to dictate how NAFTA is renegotiated, the deal could become
even more damaging to working people and the environment in the three countries. Absent high
labor and environmental standards, requirements for more North American content in products
could increase U.S. job offshoring. The corporate interests that have rigged past trade deals say
NAFTA renegotiation is how they will revive the special protections they achieved in the TPP,
for instance limits on competition from generic drugs so pharmaceutical firms can keep medicine
prices high. (See Citizens Trade Campaign’s Jan. 13 letter to Trump and U.S. Rep. Rosa
DeLauro’s Jan. 3 letter to Trump on what must be in a NAFTA replacement for it to
provide broad benefits.)
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